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has created a distinct barrier of language between the modern
Englishman and most of his country's greater literature from
Milton down through Burke to Macaulay. That barrier was not
so high in 1914 as it is now, but it was already there, and was
growing.
Among books of learning the tendency to specialization and
so to co-operative effort grew now very marked. The advance
of general knowledge outstripped individual capacity, not merely
in the natural sciences (where 'teams' of laboratory workers
came into play), but in such fields as history, geography, or
sociology. The Cambridge Modem History (originally planned by
Acton), the Cambridge Mediaeval History, and the Cambridge
History of English Literature—each parcelling out its subject among
a number of specialists—appeared at this time. So did two many-
volumed Histories of England, each the work of a team of able
authors. The largest individual enterprise was the continuation
of Sir J. G. Frazer's Golden Bough—carried eventually to eleven
volumes and exerting, especially in its later phases, a pro-
found influence on thought. Among subjects that acquired
new prominence now was the academic study of English
literature: Courthope, Saintsbury, W. P. Ker, A. G. Bradley,
and Walter Raleigh were all active in these years. Among new
subjects might be ranked the application of psychology to the
study of politics, pioneered in England by Graham Wallas and
W. McDougall, and earlier in France by G. Tarde. In philo-
sophy the English idealist school had passed its nineteenth-
century prime. Pragmatism, psychology, and from about 1911
the teaching of Bergson, provided alternative channels of inter-
est; and on a more popular level the attention paid to Nietzsche
and Samuel Butler was not inconsiderable.
On the whole pure philosophy lost ground as an influence on
general thought, and the natural sciences, formidably abetted
by the new psychology, revived their claims to be heard outside
their immediate sphere. There came at this time a wave of fresh
thought-disturbing discoveries. Rontgen's (1895) of the X-rays
and Madame Curie's (1900) of radium and radio-activity
started the great twentieth-century advances in the science of
physics, in which England took a substantial part through the
work, in particular, of J. J. Thomson, E. Rutherford, and
F. Soddy. The atom ceased to be a rigid unit; matter was^re-
interpretedin terms of energy; the ultimateness of the chemical

